INITIAL APPROACH
The intervention aims to revitalize the public space in an emblematic area of the city, however, it had become a residual space, badly damaged by difficulties of access and lack of endowments and urban facilities. However, it is a place with great formal and attractive landscape very significant in the history of the City, in primeval settlement and subsequent urban development.

The aim is to create a viewpoint space equipped, where is possible to see an overview of the city and its most important scenic landmarks. At the same time, generate optional equipment for social and tourism in the area, which may lead to an improvement in the quality of public space and, therefore, of the buildings in their environment.

FORMAL PROPOSAL AND FUNCTIONAL
The architectural proposal approaches the great difference in level between the square base of the existing building "Molino de Sagrera" and lower terraced streets to create public access at different levels, generating a public place glazed spaces below grade esplanade but significantly above the lower street and the roofs of the buildings of the waterfront.